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Abstract
This paper reports a part of an ongoing PhD study on problems related to multilingual social science thesaurus construction in the general framework of information science. The language and culture pair studied is Finnish – British English. The emphasis is on human effort and on Finnish language and practices.
Several discourses and different kinds of material are studied: thesauri, database
indexing, dictionaries, surveys and social scientists. The main analysis methods
used are discourse analysis and co-word analysis. In the theoretical framework,
the emphasis is on communicative equivalence theories. The thematic case studied is «family roles» and in the paper an example «homemaker» is reported. The
results show how co-word analysis can be used to study contextual equivalence
and how important it is to aim at predictability in the information-seeking situation when constructing multilingual thesauri. Multilingual thesauri should be also multicultural and conform to the practices of users. Within social sciences, the
connotative level of words can cause major obstacles in information seeking.
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1 BACKGROUND
1.1 The project
This paper reports a part of an ongoing PhD study Content Management
– Concept and Indexing Term Equivalence in a Multilingual Thesaurus.
The focus of the study is the translatability of British-English social science indexing terms into Finnish language and culture on a concept,
term and indexing term level to support multicultural thesaurus construction. The study is a part of a bigger project Cultural and linguistic differences in digital storage and retrieval of information,1 financed by the Academy of Finland.
1. <http://www.abo.fi/instut/diginfo/index.html>
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The study is a qualitative case study, and both quantitative and qualitative methods are used. The main data collection method is focused
interview and the main analysis methods are discourse analysis and bibliometric co-word analysis. The perspectives are linguistic and sociological –a combination through which a broader understanding of the phenomena is being aimed at in the general frame of information science.
The aim is to identify different discourses and vocabularies existing in a
particular information domain and to see how they are considered in information storage and in multilingual and multicultural thesaurus construction.
This paper is structured as follows. Chapter 1 gives a background and
introduces the theoretical framework and perspective of the study. In
chapter 2 is presented research questions together with the methods and
material used. In chapter 3 the case homemaker and the discourses are discussed. Conclusions are presented in chapter 4.

1.2 Central concepts
A definition is a linguistic description of the concept. It outlines the extension of the concept and its objects (NYKÄNEN 1999). «A linguistic definition is a scientific hypothesis about the concept encoded in a given word»
(ROBINSON 1950, p. 41). Like other scientific hypothesis, it cannot be
proved to be right, but it can be tested and proved wrong –in which case
it is discarded, or revised and tested again (WIERZBICKA 1996, p. 239).
In thesauri, the scope notes, non-preferred terms, broader, narrower
and related terms manifest how a concept is understood in that specific
context. A definition (or an understanding of the scope of the concept) is
also needed when a descriptor is translated.
Each information search in a database covers at least five different
languages: the authors, the indexers, the synthetic structure, the users
and the search strategy (BUCKLAND 1999), which all represent a type of
discourse. An indexer’s or a specialist’s ways to express their ideas and
thoughts on a certain social environment differ from each other and in indexing this can cause problems. For example, when speaking about lone
mothers, a politician prefers an eloquent term (re-miss and mother), a
journalist an eye-catching one (single moms) and an indexer a term accordingly to the thesaurus practices (mothers – divorced).
When analysing different discourses it is essential to be aware of the
context where the discourses take place. In this study, cultural context is
understood according to Nida (1975, p. 229), as «the part of the context
which includes both the total culture within which a communication
takes place and the specific nonlinguistic circumstances of the communication». At a general level culture can be defined to refer to the customs,
beliefs, and ways of life of a group of people. Culture has several subcultures like those of indexers and social scientists, which are subsets of the
main cultural group.
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1.3 Theoretical framework
When considering multicultural thesaurus construction, the heart of the
theoretical context lays in indexing, in information seeking, in relation
between language and culture, and in equivalence.
Iivonen (1989) has showed how consistency is likely to be greater in
the conceptual analysis step and less in the term selection step (ibid).
When discussing the consistency of indexing it is also important to keep
in mind that the aim of the documentary languages, e.g. thesauri, is to increase predictability, not consistency. Even bad indexing may be highly
consistent (e.g. ibid, p. 12, FUGMANN 1994, p. 420-421).
ISO 5964–1985 states, that the makers of a multilingual thesaurus face
two additional kinds of problem which do not occur in monolingual
work:
a) management problems, which all call for decisions on, for example, the
relative status of languages (i.e. the destination of a given language as
the exchange language, the dominant language, or a secondary language), or the choice of a starting point for the work (for example translation of an existing thesaurus as opposed to ab initio construction);
b) language problems which call for the choice of an appropriate procedure when a term in one language expresses a concept which cannot be
represented by an exactly equivalent term in one or more of the other
languages. (Ibid, p. 5)

According to Hudon (1997) the problems traditionally associated
with multilingual thesauri are:
1. that of stretching a language to make it fit a foreign conceptual structure to the point where it becomes barely recognizable to its own
speakers;
2. that of transferring a whole conceptual structure from one culture to
another whether it is appropriate or not;
3. that of translating literally terms from the source language into meaningless expressions in the target language, etc. (Ibid)
One way to create a multilingual thesaurus is translating an existing
monolingual thesaurus. Hudon (1997) points out that a monolingual thesaurus is always culturally biased, and a straight translation might lead
to a form of «cultural imperialism».
Also Doerr (2001) states that even though semantic heterogeneity of
terminological resources has frequently been referred as a problem, a systematic analysis of its intellectual basis and structure has not been carried
out. According to him, translated thesauri are thesauri, «—where each
concept is optimally interpreted in words or multiple languages, to allow
speakers of those languages to understand better and use concepts of this
thesaurus more effectively». He also stresses that such translations are in
general not established indexing terms of the target language (Ibid).
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The art of translation already meant for Horatius and Cicero a careful
interpretation of the source text and composition of source text according
to the principle non verbum de verbo, sed sensum exprime de sensu (not word
for word, but thought for thought). This means that a translator is always
responsible towards the target audience (BASSNET 1995, p. 62).
Although there now seems to be a general consensus that there is no
sense in demanding «mirror-translation», even today translating is not
seen as an easy act. A translator is commonly seen as «a prisoner» of
his/her own culture. Nida and Reyburn (NIDA 1981) have found that a
translator usually understands the message in accordance with his /her
own cultural-linguistic context. Usually a translator is aware of that and
tries to solve the problem by using foreign terms. Regardless of that, a
concept in the source language is not always semantically equivalent to
the same concept in the target language. Generally descriptive phrases
are therefore better (more equivalent) than foreign terms in translating a
message into another culture (Ibid, p. 21-25). This can also be seen in thesaurus construction standards and guidelines where loan words are not
recommended (in e.g. ISO 5964-1985; ISO 1986; SFS 5471-1988).
The early demands made upon translations do not conform to the nature of language, and that is also the main trend also seen in modern
translation theories, terminology guides, as well as in thesaurus standards. The division of equivalence types in standards and guides and in
translation theories the proportion of equivalence to the function of
translation bases on this understanding. This study concentrates on the
examination of the function of the translation, and of the equivalence
type driven from focus. Therefore the divisions of translation equivalents, which base on the formal equivalence, fall outside the scope of the
study. The functional, communicative translation theories are 1) Dynamic Equivalence, 2) Functional Equivalence and 3) SKOPOS theory. In the
study, their influence can be seen in the perspective, hypotheses and in
the research questions.
The theory of dynamic equivalence was developed by Nida in the 1960s
and it is the first communicative translation theory. The «dynamic» refers
to an idea, that a translation should cause the same reaction in the target
audience as the source text does in the original context. Nida has further
defined translation as «reproducing in the receptor language the closest
natural equivalent of the message of the source language, first in terms of
meaning and second in terms of style». (VEHMAS-LEHTO 1999, p. 54)
Functional equivalence theory is based on an idea that the function of the
source text is the same as or similar to the function of the target text. The
function of the translation adapts to the source text function (VEHMASLEHTO 1999, p. 70).
In Skopos theory, the translation action is stressed –translating is doing
something. Vermeer (1989, p. 176) describes a translation action as a particular sort of behaviour:
for an act of behaviour to be called an action, the person performing it
must (potentially) be able to explain why he acts as he does although he
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could have acted otherwise. Furthermore, genuine reasons for actions can
always be formulated in terms of aims or statements of goals (as an action
«with a good reason»). (Ibid)

In Skopos theory, it is more important to fulfil the function of translation than translate in a certain style. However, the function of the target
text is not necessarily the same as the source text has in its original context (REISS 1986, p. 54-59).
Vehmas-Lehto (1999, p. 12) has given a careful definition for translating: when translating one expresses something with the means of target
language that has been expressed earlier with the means of source language. The definition displays that the content of a translation is the most
important thing, the meaning –not language (Ibid).
The social sciences are connected not only to the development of science but also to the development of their surrounding culture and society. In a social sciences thesaurus, this phenomenon is seen more clearly
than in, for example, thesauri of technology or medicine. Language is not
static (see e.g. AITCHISON 1991; TSK, 1989; VARANTOLA 1990; WIERZBICKA
1997; LEHTONEN 2000) and therefore the language and documentation of
social sciences is tied to culture and time.
According to Hiidenmaa (2000, p. 50-51) the idea of language merely
as a tool of communication is narrow and first and foremost misleading
and language should be considered more broadly: it constructs the world
and guides values and choices. Suojanen (1993, p. 23) states that the
world’s information culture has commonly approved of «a neo-language»
or «an euphemistic language» in public and official discourse –technology, politics, economics, and religion– especially when the context of a
phenomenon feels heavy, scary, threatening. With this euphemistic language we try to guide the thinking of familiar things from a new perspective by the choice of words or a new compound term. Especially the
media talks e.g. about «the poor» with words like «low-paid» (Ibid).

2 THE STUDY
The topic of the study deals with translation problems and indexing
practices in creating multilingual and multicultural thesauri. The focus
of this study is the translatability of British-English social science indexing terms into Finnish language and culture on a concept, term and indexing term level.
The samples studied are theoretical (not random) and therefore cases assumed to give answers to the questions of this study. The thesaurus
ELSST (European Language Social Science Thesaurus) was used as a starting point and material (About ELSST see UKDA 2001; FORSMAN 2002;
JÄÄSKELÄINEN 2003).
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2.1 Research questions
The general research questions are:
1. How is equivalence understood in thesaurus construction guidelines
and standards versus in modern translation studies versus in practice?
2. What is the pragmatic indexing term equivalence?
A theme, family roles, was selected as a case for the empirical part of
the study. It was represented in the working version of ELSST as:
Family Roles
NT Breadwinners
Heads of Household
Homemakers
SN: A person, either male or female, whose role is to look after the home and family instead of earning money from employment.
NT Housewives (UKDA 2003)
The emphasis is on human effort and on Finnish language and culture. A background question asked is what is the sociological context of
the studied concepts in the source and in the target culture. Statistical data about family role issues (division of labour, incomes, day care practices, attitudes, etc. in Finland and in UK) provide the answer to that
question.
The general research questions are operationalised into several subquestions:
— How are the studied concepts understood? To which extent are the
differences due to institutional versus cultural differences? What is
the semantic invariant?
— What are the studied terms about according to indexing and thesauri?
How are the studied concepts used in indexing and why?
— How is equivalence understood? What do thesaurus constructors, indexers and social scientists aim at in their translations? Do the potential thesaurus users share same vision as thesaurus constructors?

2.2 Methods
The methods used to gather material are focused interview, word associations, simulated indexing task situation and datasets retrieved in databases, thesauri and dictionaries. The analysis methods are discourse
analysis, semantic component analysis and co-word analysis.
Co-word analysis is very similar to co-citation analysis. Co-word analysis deals with co-occurrences of terms in documents, while co-citation
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analysis deals with shared citations. It is thus about the relatedness of
terms rather than documents (See CALLON 1991; PERSSON 1991; VON
UNGERN-STERNBERG 1994; KÄRKI 1996; HORTON 1998; SCHNEIDER 2004).
The results of the co-word analysis can be shown as two-dimensional
geographical maps. In the maps, the relative circle sizes correlates with
the number of occurrences and width of lines correlates with the co-occurrence, i.e. the bigger the circles the greater the number of descriptors
that occurred in the material, and the thicker the lines the greater the interaction between the linked descriptors. In co-word analysis the toolbox used is Bibexcel (BIBEXCEL 2001).
The word association method was also used earlier in the context of thesaurus construction. According to Nielsen (2002) word association
method may result in a usable and workable thesaurus, performing as
well as a thesaurus designed by traditional thesaurus construction methods. The advantage of word association method is that it may enrich thesaurus construction by providing current, relevant, and domain-specific
information (Ibid).
Semantic component analysis is commonly used by translators and
known also as denotation analysis. In component analysis the denotative
meaning of the word is divided into smaller components, semantic characteristics. A component analysis is helpful especially in polysemy cases
and in co-ordinated and related cases (See HÄKKINEN 1994, p. 173-175; INGO 1990; VEHMAS-LEHTO 1999; NIDA 1969; TSK 1989).

2.3 Material
The ten thesauri used to examine and compare the representation of the
concept family roles are (in parenthesis possible full name and language
versions available):
1. monocultural
Finnish
— Library of Parliament Subject Headings2 (Finnish, Swedish and
English)
— YSA3 (General Finnish Thesaurus, Finnish and Swedish)
British
— HASSET4 (Humanities and Social Science Electronic Thesaurus,
English)
— SOSIG5 (Social Science Information Gateway – General Social Science Thesaurus, English)

2.
3.
4.
5.

<http://www.eduskunta.fi/kirjasto/EKS/>
<http://vesa.lib.helsinki.fi/ysa/index.html>
<http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/search/hassetSearch.asp>
<http://sosig.esrc.bris.ac.uk/roads/cgi-bin/thesaurus.pl>
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American
— ERIC6 (The Educational Resources Information Center Thesaurus,
English)
2. multicultural/international
— UNESCO Thesaurus7 (English, French, Spanish)
— Eurovoc8 (16 official languages – Spanish, Czech, Danish, German,
Greek, English, French, Italian, Lithuanian, Hungarian, Dutch,
Portuguese, Slovak, Slovene, Finnish and Swedish + Albania,
Croatia, Latvia, Poland, Romania and Russia)
— ELSST9 (European Language Social Science Thesaurus, will be in
English, German, French, Spanish, Finnish, Greek, Norwegian and
in Danish)
— Sociological Thesaurus10 (Thesaurus of Sociological Indexing
Terms, English)
— ICPSR11 (The Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social
Research Subject Thesaurus, English)
The databases used are international CSA (Cambridge Sociological
Abstracts), British COPAC and Finnish ARTO. The studied databases are
not identical –the contents, depth and ways of indexing differ substantially.
The search in CSA was limited to contain only British-English articles.
Thus the topics represent the British (British i.e. here in British journals
–all the articles are therefore not necessarily produced by British authors)
discussion and the indexing terms (descriptors) are produced by the CSA
indexers (in 2000 totally seven) with the help of a certain thesaurus, Sociological Thesaurus, and the identifiers by the authors of the articles.
COPAC is a British union online catalogue of members of the Consortium of University Research Libraries. Today, 26 institutions are contributing records to COPAC (UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER 2004). The indexers do not conform any established and common to all indexing
guidelines nor controlled vocabularies.
ARTO is a reference database of Finnish articles (an index of articles
from approx. 1000 Finnish journals). Altogether about 40 institutions
have been indexing the ARTO database (HELSINKI 2005). A common indexing tool used is YSA.
In this paper, the emphasis on interview material is limited mainly to
social scientists. Six British and six Finnish social scientists were interviewed (focused interview and word associations). The informants were
known to be experts on matters related to family sociology and they were
mostly on PhD level. Their research topics were e.g. how experts talk
6. <http://searcheric.org/>
7. <http://lib-thesaurus.un.org/LIB/DHLUNBISThesaurus.nsf>
8. <http://europa.eu.int/celex/eurovoc/index.htm>
9. <http://www.fsd.uta.fi/tietoarkistolehti/english/12/elsst.html>
10. <http://www.csa.com/csa/HelpV6/suppl/sociothes.shtml>
11. <http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/IAED/THESAURUS/subject.html>
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about parenthood, how lone mothers combine work and family life,
workplace culture and family life, and fathers’ patterns of paid employment. The aim was to gather a group of informants complementing each
other in order to obtain a broad and deep understanding of the phenomena from the perspective of social science research.

3 DISCOURSES
In the present paper, the case homemaker is discussed and the emphasis is
on the results obtained via co-word analysis.

3.1 Homemakers in thesauri
Six of the nine studied thesauri included the term homemaker: UNESCO, ELSST, HASSET, Sociological Thesaurus, SOSIG and ERIC. These,
except ERIC, are in their origin related to each other. In ELSST and in ERIC the meaning had been clarified in a similar way:
Men or women who carry major responsibilities for household or family
management (ERIC).
A person, either male or female, whose role is to look after the home and
family instead of earning money from employment (ELSST).

In all the six thesauri homemaker is still associated strongly to a female:
it either had women as a broader term (UNESCO) or housewives as a

FIGURE 1. Homemakers in thesauri
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narrower term but not any masculine related equivalent (ELSST, HASSET, SOSIG) or was used for housewives and had mothers, married women
or wives as related terms (UNESCO and Sociological Thesaurus).
Illustrated below is the lexical network of homemakers in the six thesauri where the term occurred. It consists of 34 different terms, and the
most popular co-occurring terms were housewives (with 5 hits), economic activity (3), family roles (3) and domestic responsibilities (3).
In the studied thesauri, homemakers is represented as a family role.
Three significant clusters were found: issues related to 1) housewives,
women, men, sex and responsibilities, to 2) economic activity (incl.
labour and employment issues) and to 3) housework and family management. It is thus strongly connected to economic activity and to housework. It is represented as a near-equivalent to housewives and it refers to
women.
What were the near-equivalents like (within the context of the studied
theme, i.e. family role) in the other thesauri studied?
In Eurovoc a near-equivalent housewife was found (Finnish equivalent
kotirouva). In ICPSR the nearest equivalents found were husbands and
wives (BT spouses -> BT family relationships). Library of Parliament Subject
Headings had no near-equivalents to refer to a person, but instead terms
like housework/domestic work (kotityö), parents (vanhemmat), family (perhe).
YSA does not have equivalents in English. The nearest equivalents
found were koti-isät (stay-at-home fathers = a father who stays at home to
take care of children and the home instead of earning money from employment) and kotiäidit (stay-at-home mothers = a mother, who stays at
home to take care of children and the home instead of earning money
from employment).
Although homemaker can be considered as a gender-neutral term it associated as a female related term in the thesauri studied. From the gender-neutral discourse perspective the most modern thesauri studied
were in this case ICPRS, Library of Parliament Subject Headings and YSA,
all of which did not have an exact equivalent for homemaker.
Although the studied term did not have exact equivalents in the
Finnish thesauri studied, it is not alien –although still foreign. Especially
in the YSA, the subject field of a caregiver parent is covered, but from another perspective and thus with other kind of terms. The emphasis is
more on parenthood and not in economic roles as in English thesauri
studied.
— The overall discourse of thesauri shows that thesauri conform to the
traditional language usage and practices. Homemaker was a foreign
concept in the studied Finnish thesaurus context.
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3.2 Homemakers in databases
3.2.1 CSA
Since the purpose of this study is to illustrate and compare Finnish and
British indexing needs and practices (not English discourse in general),
the search in the international database CSA was limited to contain only
British-English articles.
In CSA a common indexing tool, the Sociological Thesaurus, is used
and the term Homemakers was added into it already in 1964.
Below is a co-word map of most common descriptors of 45 records retrieved in CSA, having «homemaker(s)» in title, abstract and/or descriptor
field. The time period covered is 1982-2002.

FIGURE 2. Homemakers as a keyword in CSA
According to the co-word analysis of the retrieved sample, homemakers is mostly related to females and roles. It occurs thus coherently with
the thesaurus used in indexing –as a family role and referring to women.
The conflict aspect between family management and labour participation is very clear. The dominant cluster includes terms like females, working women, family work relationship, sexual division of labour, housework.
It is noteworthy that although the term was added into the thesaurus
used in the indexing of CSA as early as 1964 it was first used as a descriptor (given by an indexer) as late as 1986 –after housewives became a
non-preferred term for a preferred term homemaker. Today homemaker is
used almost as commonly as a documentary language term as a natural
language term.
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How was the term used in indexing in the dataset isolated? The descriptor/identifier-search resulted in 24 records, published during the years
1986-2001. Records having homemakers only in the identifier field, given
by the author(s) of the indexed article, were one, and the other 23 had
homemakers as one of the descriptors, given by an indexer. Eleven (11)
documents had both identifiers and descriptors.
The descriptor-sample (articles indexed with the descriptor homemaker) includes 24 records and the descriptors included to the co-word
analysis had two or more occurrences. The picture below illustrates the
co-occurrences and the network of the most used descriptors:

FIGURE 3. Homemakers as a descriptor in CSA

The major topic is women’s roles and participation in working life and
the most co-used descriptors are women’s roles, females, working women,
housework, family work relationship. The major cluster consists of females,
housework, England and women’s roles. It is used also in coherence with the
thesaurus used in indexing and as it is commonly understood both in the
other studied thesauri and in the studied dictionaries.
How British is the material retrieved? CSA is an international database. The search was limited to articles published in Britain. Since this
study concentrates on Finnish and British cultures it was still interesting to know how British the authors actually were. The 45 records retrieved were analysed according to their affiliation-field in order to
find out, what countries the writers of the articles represent. Twothirds of the authors of the retrieved records were European. The
biggest groups were United Kingdom (25/45) and United States of
America (5/45). In CSA it was clearly more a British concept than the
other terms studied.
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Was homemaker used by Finns in work originally published in Finnish or in
Finland? – Only once and in a different sense than it is commonly understood in CSA’s English indexing (Municipal Homemaker).
— The overall discourse of CSA shows that it also conforms to the traditional language usage and practices and thesaurus discourse. Homemaker was understood similarly by the indexers and the authors (who
used the concept as a title, abstract and/or an identifier word) as a
female and a family role.

3.2.2 COPAC
In the British COPAC database, homemakers occurred 154 times as a subject term, that is as a descriptor (1869-2003) and 76 times as a title word
(author word, 1905-2003). It was used ambiguously both by the indexers
and the authors. Still the indexers were using the term in a more constant
way than the authors did in titles.
How was homemaker used as subject term in the 1990s? It was used
less ambiguously and mostly (in nine cases of twelve) to refer to stay-athome mothers and housewives. In two cases it referred to a home help
and in one case to a proper name (television program).
But how did homemaker occur in titles? During the 1990-2002 time period it occurred four times: It referred three times to home interior decorator and once to a stay-at-home mother. In 1980-1989, it occurred more
often, that is 11 times: It was used four time to refer to a visiting nurse,
three times to a stay-at-home mother, once to home help/housekeeper,
once to a bride (a future homemaker) and was used twice in a compound, displaced homemakers (~divorced or widowed mothers who
used to take care of the household and children and were economically
dependent on their spouses).
The picture below illustrates how homemaker was used as a subject
term. The sample covers the twelve most recent records, i.e. from 1991 to
2002:

FIGURE 4. Homemakers as a subject term in COPAC
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The sample had 76 individual indexing terms with 109 occurrences altogether (17 terms occurred more than once). The main topics are rather
similar to the CSA database. Even here, homemakers are discussed together with women, household, family and women’s roles. In COPAC,
the household aspect is more strong, but the labour force participation
aspect is a weaker one than in CSA.
— The overall discourse of COPAC showed clearly the ambiguity of
homemaker within English language and culture. The discourse of
COPAC also revealed a lack of common guidelines and vocabulary
tools for indexing –there was great heterogeneity in near-equivalents,
writing forms and especially in the depth of indexing.

3.2.3 ARTO
In the Finnish database, a search (13.10.04) homemaker? OR «home maker?» in any field of the reference returned only five references, published
in 1984-1997. The search string appeared in titles in all the records retrieved. Three of them were written in English and two in Finnish with
an abstract in English.
In the oldest cases, the term homemaker occurred in a compound, communal homemakers/municipal homemakers, and referred to an occupational
title (in Finnish kunnallinen kodinhoitaja). In three more recent cases, the
term was used to refer to housewives/homemothers as persons who decide
about nutrition issues in families. The concept studied had no equivalents in the descriptor field.
No references were retrieved through the use of the Finnish ELSST
equivalent «kotitaloustyötä tekev?» (descriptive phrase, ~«persons doing
household work», 13.10.04). It is thus not used as a descriptor or in titles.
The Finnish near-equivalents related to stay-at-home mothers and stayat-home fathers returned documents predominantly about childcare and
parental leave.
— The studied concept homemaker was thus foreign and not commonly used in ARTO. The caregiver and homemaker role within a family
is understood differently from the other samples studied.

3.3 Dictionaries
The definitions of homemaker given in online dictionaries are rather similar, e.g.:
— one who manages a household especially as a wife and mother (MERRIAM-WEBSTER 2002).
— A housewife, esp. one in charge of the domestic arrangements (as
opp. to a paid housekeeper); also, one who manages a household. So
home-making n. and a. (OED ONLINE 2002).
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The characteristic common to all of the studied definitions was «manages a household». The second most common characteristic was «being
unpaid»: taking care of household is usually not a paid duty or work.
The third most common characteristic was «gender»: four out of the six
expressed in some way homemaker to be a married woman. Only one
definition was totally neutral in the gender issue while the other ones referred to a female in its example of use. The fourth most common characteristic was «taking care of children».
When using dictionary translations from one language to another the
results are often (in the case of family role terms) misleading –as in the
case of homemaker. In the Finnish-English-Finnish dictionary (MOT
Englanti 4.0 suomi-englanti), homemaker is translated as 1. perheenemäntä (~homemaker/housewife) and kotiäiti (stay-at-home mother). Its nearequivalent, housewife, is translated as kotirouva, perheenemäntä, kotiäiti. According to these equivalents the concepts, the terms represented are
greatly the same, but contrary to other studied discourses, housewife
would be broader in its extension:
(housewife)
kotirouva
(homemaker)
perheenemanta
kotiaiti

FIGURE 5. Homemakers vs. housewives in dictionary translations
— The overall discourse of dictionaries shows that homemaker is commonly understood as a woman, who takes care of the home and children instead of earning money from employment. In most of the studied dictionaries and thesauri, homemaker is represented as an
unambiguous term, although it evidently is not. The discourse of the
studied dictionaries represents a kind of consensus and does not reflect the different practices in real language usage.

3.4 Language usage guides and surveys
In the British guides for non-discriminatory language use for academic
staff, homemaker is considered as a modern and gender-neutral equivalent for the term housewife (see e.g. UCL 2000; BRUNEL 1999; SCHOOL OF
PSYCHOLOGY 2002; UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 1997).
Gender has traditionally been associated with words for particular roles,
for example «foreman» and «housewife». Wherever possible it is best to
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use gender-neutral terms such as «supervisor», «carer», «homemaker» or
another suitable alternative. (BRUNEL 1999)

In the large international surveys studied, such as World Value Surveys and Eurobarometers, the term homemaker is not used. Instead, in the
English original versions the term housewife is used, which is translated
into Finnish as kotiäiti (stay-at-home mother).
En: Being a housewife is just as fulfilling as working for pay (WVS 2000(a), V116).
Fi: Kotiäitinä [stay-at-home mother] oleminen on aivan yhtä antoisaa kuin ansiotyössä käyminen
(WVS 2000(b), Q46D).
En: If no paid employment:
— Housewife not otherwise employed (WVS 2000(a), V229)
Fi: — Kotiäiti [stay-at-home mother], ei muuta työtä (WVS 2000(b), Q96)
— The overall discourse of large international surveys shows that homemaker is not regarded as a usable gender-neutral term. Terms referring to mothers who stay at home taking care of children are used instead. Fathers are included in «others».

3.5 Interviews
3.5.1 British social scientists
Six British social scientist representing four different universities and five
different social science disciplines were interviewed. Four out of six interviewees were used to performing their own searches in databases and
all six were used to giving keywords to their articles. None of them used
a thesaurus for either indexing or information seeking and they were not
very familiar with thesauri designed for indexing and information retrieval.
How did British social scientists consider the concept and term homemaker? Firstly, they were asked to provide about five word associations
(response words) for the stimulus word homemaker and then define the
concept and evaluate its usability as a descriptor.
The following picture illustrates which associations the word homemaker returned (see figure 6).
Three clear clusters were found: issues related to 1) usability of word,
2) activities and 3) gender. It was commonly associated as an unusable,
ambiguous and artificial word. As an activity it was usually associated
positively, so the negativeness occurred mostly on a term, and not a concept, level. In practice, homemaker was considered to refer to a person
who is female and looks after home and children. Homemaker was thus
commonly understood to be effectively a synonym for housewife, but
housewife produced even more negative associations. Neither one was
deemed usable as a descriptor, and the interviewees preferred to avoid
using them.
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FIGURE 6. Word associations for homemaker by British social scientists

— The overall discourse of British social scientists shows that on the denotative level, homemaker is understood similarly as in dictionaries,
thesauri and databases. But there is a significant difference on the connotative level, and due to that difference the discourses would not
meet in (possible) information seeking situations.

3.5.2 Finnish social scientists
Six Finnish social scientist representing three different universities and
four different social science disciplines were interviewed. Three out of six
interviewees were used to performing their own searches in databases
and all six were used to giving keywords to their articles. None of them
were very familiar with thesauri designed for indexing and information
retrieval.
How did the Finnish social scientists consider the concept and term
homemaker? Firstly, they were asked to provide about five word associations (response words) for the English stimulus word homemaker and
then define the concept, translate it into Finnish and evaluate its usability as a descriptor.
Two of the informants gave some response words in English and
some in Finnish, one informant gave solely in English and three solely in
Finnish.
The following picture illustrates the response words given for the
stimulus word homemaker (Finnish words are translated into English by
the author):
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FIGURE 7. Word associations for homemaker by Finnish social scientists
As in the British sample, the associations occurred on two levels.
Homemaker was identified as a foreign word and as difficult to translate.
It was usually not a negative concept, but the context was often seen as
out of date. As an activity, it was associated mostly with being a stay-athome mother, but also as a paid caregiver or a home help.
Although the term was often associated with mother (female), it was
in principle regarded as a gender-neutral term. The concept was considered difficult to translate into Finnish for two characteristics: 1) genderneutrality and 2) home making («take care of the home», not necessarily
looking after children as a mother or father).
Two of the informants considered the pragmatic Finnish equivalent to
be a descriptive phrase («kotona työskentelevä/lapsia kotona hoitava vanhempi» – a person working at home/a parent taking care of children at home),
one a term kotiäiti (stay-at-home mother), one kotirouva (housewife), one kodinhoitaja (housekeeper, as an occupational title) and one did not provide
any kind of equivalent.
— The overall discourse of Finnish social scientists shows homemaker to
be a foreign, old-fashioned and an ambiguous word in Finnish context. It was not so consistent with other discourses studied as the
British one was.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In the international CSA and British COPAC database studied, homemakers referred in most cases to a woman who stays at home and takes
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care of the family. The topics seen in co-word analysis of databases
conform the way the term is represented in thesauri and dictionaries.
The same relatedness between women, family roles and homemakers
is also seen clearly in the indexing of the international and British database studied. But what is often missing is, for example, the other side
of the phenomenon, namely relatedness to those who are taken care of,
children, spouses, elderly people etc. In the Finnish ARTO database
homemaker was a foreign concept –as it was also in the Finnish thesauri
studied.
In dictionaries (which represent a common and «consensus-based
language usage»), homemaker is usually represented as a woman and usually as a synonym for housewife. In thesauri, homemaker is often either a
narrower or a broader term for a concept that refers to females. When
translating into Finnish, aiming at gender neutrality and the «taking care
of household» characteristic cause a major problem. Although Finland is
considered to be one of the most egalitarian countries, and our language
as gender-neutral, we do not have an equivalent to cover both genders.
Moreover, the idea of having a wife or a husband at home for reasons
other than parenthood, disability to work or unemployment is foreign.
According to the results obtained in the study, co-word analysis
seems to be a valuable method especially when studying the contextual
equivalence (question how). It illustrates a kind of semantic network of
the studied concept in context. Other methods are needed, such as focused interview, in order to find out relevance equivalence (further question why). The biggest problem with co-word analysis is that it does not
show you what is missing –or in other words, you need other methods,
like the focused interview, to find the missing parts and help to interpret
the results– to find the relevance equivalence.
Regarding discourse matters and problems in practice (thesaurus
construction), problems appear on two levels: there are clear differences
in Finnish versus British discourses (due to differences in societal practices) but also between social scientists versus indexers and thesaurus
constructors (due to differences in practices at the content management
and information seeking level).
The results of the study also show that indexers and thesaurus constructors consider a common vocabulary tool as a necessity in multicultural information seeking context, but they question the traditional forms
and aims of multilingual thesauri. In the ideal case in thesaurus discourse, translation conforms to the thesaurus and user practice of the target environment. In the practical multicultural thesaurus context, the
function could also be to clarify the meaning of a source language descriptor in its original cultural context and not to provide a usable equivalent in the target context. The equivalence aims are thus sometimes regarded as misleading, resulting in unusable descriptors.
Thesauri operate on the denotative level of the words, but if we want
to improve predictability in the information seeking context, we should
also pay more attention to the connotative level. For example, in the case
of family roles it seems that ideological reasons and connotative mean-
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ings form the biggest gap between specialists (as information seekers)
and indexers. Connotative meanings can cause a major obstacle in the
use of multicultural thesaurus within social sciences. The word association method reveals clearly the difference between the two levels.
It is therefore important to consider documentary language, i.e. also
thesauri, from the perspective of natural language problems and to consider the pragmatics and norms of social science discourse. It is also important in translations to aim at predictability in information seeking context and to follow the norms of social science discourse. The true challenge
is to construct multicultural thesauri for information seeking, not only
multilingual ones for indexing. It is unrealistic to expect the users to study
the discourse of thesauri before making their database searches. And
when the thesaurus practice differs greatly from social scientists’ ways of
expressing the information need, there is evidently a gap in practice.
This study was supported by The Academy of Finland, The Finnish
Cultural Foundation and NORSLIS (Nordic Research School in Library
and Information Science).
The author warmly thanks the project leader and supervisor Sara von
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